
CTST Steering Group Meeting 29.11.12. 

Present        Apologies 

Rory Clark  (Chair)      Robbie Dunion (Vice Chair) 

Gary Miller (Treasurer)     Clare Pavitt (Youth Officer) 

Ray Rodden (Membership Secretary)   Luke Monahan (Events Organiser) 

Jimmy McKellar       James McCafferty (CTFC Liaison) 

Jamie Miller (Youth member)     Pat McMahon 

 

Voting results 

Rory Clark (RAC) – Apologised for not compiling voting report in time for the meeting. RAC stated 

that he wanted to have analysed dates and methods of voting in detail as earlier suggested by Ray 

Rodden (RR). RR – Doesn’t have to be in minute detail. Only has to be a step by step plan of how the 

vote was conducted and how we tried to include all members in the vote. Gary Miller (GM) – Just 

has to be very simple. Not that detailed at all. RR – Need to flesh it out a little but not too much. 

Intouch system 

RAC – Now having to start paying a fee to use the Intouch [membership database]. I have therefore 

asked RR to look into alternatives in case we have to move away. RR – CTST could (potentially) be 

paying up to £300 a year, for the Intouch system. 

(document distributed to meeting showing the pros and cons of the Intouch System v an 
alternative) 
  
That would mean we would have to have 60 members just to pay for the database!  Have found 
alternatives that we can use. We would still have to pay something. The ones looked at are email 
systems only costing about £6 per month, not suitable for membership management, we would 
have to manage Trust membership separately perhaps using Excel. 
 

GM – would it be a major effort (for RR) to move the database away? RR – No fairly simple for me to 

do. We would have to keep the database in another secure location though. GM – Thought the email 

said we would only have to pay £12.50 per month for the system? RR – Well it did. However, in the 

same email, it also said that it was £25.00 per month for over 250 members on the database. We 

currently use it [Intouch] to hold records of 460 members that we regularly send emails to. Robbie 

Dunion (RD) has confirmed to me that it is for paying members only. We only have 90 paying 

members. So RD says should only be £12.50 a month. Which is achievable. Jimmy McKellar (JMC) – I 

think so, we will get more funding and be able to finance that. RR – As long as we get a confirmation 

that it is only £12.50 a month, my recommendation is to continue with Intouch. RAC – I think so, I 

think that now we are set up and able to use the system efficiently, we should stay with the system. I 



will get confirmation for you though. All agreed that we should continue to use the in touch system 

provided the price was 12.50 per month RAC to get confirmation on pricing 

Pint & Curry offer 

RAC –Just want to confirm the details for the Pint and Curry offer. We have increased the quantity of 

curry that will be made for the offer. The catering staff have agreed to make the curry at cost price, 

and the bar have offered to reduce prices so that the Trust does not lose out. JMC – what is the aim 

of this offer? What are we trying to achieve? GM – The aim is just to keep fans in the bar. Give them 

something to stay around for. The Trust isn’t aiming to make any money out of it. We just want to 

keep people in the bar, get people to buy a few more drinks and give them something to eat. RAC – 

Definitely! Before the catering department and bar reduced their prices the Trust was happy to run 

this at a loss!  I would like to have one of these offers at least once a month. I feel it’s important that 

we try to grow the community spirit of the club. JMC – I would like to see this at every home game. 

RAC – So would I. RR – I think we should see how the first offer goes, then gauge it from there. 

Unfortunately, this is the same night as the Race night being run by the youth team. JMC – That 

looks bad. That looks like we haven’t organised this properly. We don’t know what the club is doing 

etc. RAC – I totally agree. This does look bad, but we had already announced the date before we 

heard about the race night. JMC – Can I advise we have a communal diary [Trust and CTFC] to 

prevent events clashing in future? All agreed. RAC to arrange with Hannah. 

JMC – So how are we organising this? RAC – The curry and rice are now going to be kept in the bar in 

a soup urn and rice machine. People go to the bar, pay their £5.00, get a pint and then help 

themselves to some rice and curry? GM – Are we issuing vouchers or tickets? RAC – I thought it 

could maybe be as simple as just a raffle ticket kind of thing? GM What about maybe just giving a 

plate when they pay their money and get their pint? JMC – Good idea. Think we should have 

poppadoms to.  Also I think we’ll have to be serving out the curry to make sure helpings are fair. GM 

– The easiest way for us [the Trust] to get round that is to have the urn close to where we are sitting. 

When people turn up wanting their curry, we serve it up. RR – Are we cleaning up at the end too? 

RAC – Yes that’s the idea behind the paper plates. All agreed. RAC to agree with catering staff 

Trust Charity 

RAC – This is on the agenda as we [the Trust] have recently announced Lakelands as our designated 

charity. This was something that was mentioned right at the start in one of our first meetings. There 

have questions being asked as to why and how Lakelands was chosen. 

GM – I remember people saying we should have Lakelands as our charity back at open meetings in 

June. RAC – I do admit to moving quite quickly on this and just inviting Lakelands in when I met with 

Paul Marlow in September. I just wanted to ask your advice? I’ve already stated that next season we 

will collate names of charities from members, and then have a vote on which to support. GM – Can 

we just stay with one charity per year? RAC – I think so, I’m not of the opinion that we should have 

three charities a year. Just too much. JMC – Why? GM - It’s just the administration of it. RR – If you 

have too many charities, it won’t be worth it for any of them. How many nights will we have a year? 

Four? We’ll make each one about £200. If you have more than one charity it won’t be worth it. RAC 

– Does this need to be a vote? JMC – Yes, it should be. All agreed GM – The way to do this is to stick 



with Lakelands for Christmas, then have a vote at our meeting in January for the remainder of the 

season. All agreed. 

Commercial Volunteer Group  

RAC – This is something we talked about sometime ago. Organising a group of volunteers, who 

would be happy to distribute Corby Town fixture posters, and leaflets in their local area. RR – Can I 

just clarify? When you say leaflets, you don’t mean door to door? RAC – No. GM – No, this is simply 

about organising groups of people who will be happy to distribute posters and leaflets to their local 

shops who are happy to display them. Organising volunteers in their local area. Making sure they 

have posters regularly and on time. Making sure the volunteers know where they are going. RAC – 

What we could do is send a communication to all our members, asking if they would be prepared to 

distribute the posters and leaflets. Then organise work groups from there? RR – I can certainly send 

out an email and communication to all our members. I know that Malcolm and Sheila (Saunders) 

regularly go round the old village. I’m sure I can go round with leaflets. I can also organise people to 

do it. RAC – It might be that you have to designate volunteers areas on a map? GM – No I don’t think 

so. I think will have enough volunteers who will be prepared to go round their local area. Think we 

should try and keep it as local as possible? All agreed. 

JMC – This is an easy thing to do. I’m semi retired. I can go round the [Corby] town quite easily. I can 

organise that. RAC – Well RR has offered to organise this too. JMC – Well let us do it between us? 

Also it will require a small amount of funding from the trust for fixings blue tac, pins tape etc as we 

should provide this with the posters to everyone putting them up GM - That’s no problem JMC - like 

it documented the “Elderly members” are taking control – ha ha! RR – Grumpy ol’ gits more like!!!  

JMC – These new posters are fantastic! What would be better though is if they had a month’s home 

games advertised on them. That way it won’t be too intensive on volunteers. RR Make it known that 

it is the Trust who are funding it. GM – I agree, we should get a statement put on the CTST website. 

RAC to announce on the forum and twitter too. JMC – good idea. RR – what about putting posters in 

schools? Jamie Miller (JM) – In our school we have posters up, but they are put up by the teachers. 

Don’t think they would let the students. RR – How about I contact the schools and say in your school 

you have 20 under 16’s season ticket holders. Would it be possible to give you some Corby Town 

posters to put up? RAC – Good idea! GM – I think we should also start to invite schools to the games. 

Maybe do it as a school by school initiative. Get the schools to advertise a game. Once their students 

come down we let them in free and give them a under 16’s season ticket. We could even attach a 

copy of the membership form to the poster. All agreed. JMC & RR to take as an action. 

Half season tickets 

RAC – This is an idea that has a lot of popularity at the moment. Thought we could put this to the 

club and see what they say? JMC – All you can do is ask? RAC to add to agenda for next meeting 

with the club 

GM – We also need to ask about the fixture board again, we have asked about this at almost every 

meeting with the club and still nothing has happened, if it is being delayed due to money this is 

something the trust could consider helping with. JMC – We do need to ask as we have been told this 

would happen and it’s still not done.  RAC to add to agenda for next meeting with the club 



Flyer content 22.12.12. 

RAC – The flyer was quite a success. Keen to have a flyer as often as possible. Just thought we should 

discuss the content of the next flyer (08.12.12). I would like one every home game. JMC – Do we 

really need to have a flyer every home game? GM – I don’t think so. Too much work. I would keep it 

to one home game a month. All agree next flyer should be for 22.12.12. 

RAC – Well we should agree on the content then. I think we should have the vote result [KTFC 

facilities hire] as the main piece. Thought we could include a section of the newsletter for the [CTFC] 

travel club? GM – I think we should maybe just have contact details in there and say that we’re now 

taking names for travel at the membership desk at every game and we pass them on to the travel 

club. RAC to discuss with Travel Club 

RR – The last flyer was double sided. It would be a good idea if on this flyer, we only have content on 

one side, but a poster on the reverse asking people to put it up in their window or local shops? RAC – 

That is a brilliant idea! GM – Brilliant. Leaflet for the last home game each month, with the poster on 

the reverse for next month’s fixtures. Could also have a section in there for the November player of 

the month.  

GM – I think we should have a vote [on officers of the board] sooner rather than later. Now is a good 

time. RAC – I agree, till we have a vote we cannot be compliant and are not democratic. When 

should we aim for the vote? New year? JMC – I think that may be a little too soon. We need to be a 

democratic organisation. This can’t be rushed. Late January/early February would be better. GM – 

We need to see what the [Supporters Direct] rules are. Think the ballot box needs to be available for 

two weeks. Early February would be best. RAC – I will put a small article in the flyer informing 

members we will soon be having a vote. All agreed. GM to look into SD rules. RAC to speak to RD 

ref flyer. 

Bank Account 

GM – Called Co-Op [bank] to enquire about progress of application [for bank account] and we should 

know by the end of the week if we need to fill in anything else. Still in progress. GM to inform next 

meeting. 

Update from GM– Bank account is now open we have the account number and are awaiting the 

card, cheque book, and paying in book to arrive 

Ideas for future events 

End of season football competition. – In progress 

T-Shirts/Merchandise – RD looking into. RAC- Some profits from merchandise should go to go to 

CTFC JMC – for projects that benefit the fans and the club. – RD to action merchandise. On going 

RAC would like a Half year review of the CTST in January GM – we will already have a lot to do in 

January with the board vote, this may get in way of vote. RAC potentially a survey in January or 

February? GM- may be better at the end of the season. RR Perhaps after the elections of the board? 

The survey could be the first action of the elected board All agreed 



End of season music festival – To be discussed in January. Full board required. 

 

- Minutes of the meeting are not verbatim, but are a true representation of events. 

Rory Clark  

CTST Steering Group chair 


